Why do polar bears and other captive carnivores perform stereotypic behavior?
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Polar bears in zoos often pace in predictable, stereotypic ways. Some 85% of North American polar bears do it, devoting nearly a quarter of their “active day” (i.e. the time they spend alert and moving) to this behavior (1). It is such a global phenomenon that the Dutch even use it as a verb – ‘ijsberen’, literally, ‘to polar bear’ – when describing pacing, restless people. So, where does this behavior come from, and what does it mean for animal welfare? This leaflet summarizes the current scientific understanding of stereotypic behavior, pulling together findings from laboratory and farm species as well as zoo animals.

“Stereotypic behaviours” (SBs) are defined as repetitive activities induced by frustration, repeated attempts to cope, and/or CNS dysfunction (2). In other words, SBs are repetitive behaviours caused by an underlying problem (and so not all repetitive behaviors are SBs: a purring cat kneading on your lap is not showing a SB, for instance). Several pieces of evidence confirm that pacing, head-swaying, and related behaviors in captive polar bears meet this definition. First, these activities are most frequent in unstimulating environments, and reduced by environmental enrichment (with more diverse enrichments being most effective) (1). Second, they are associated with elevated cortisol in this species, and possibly less bold or exploratory personalities, both suggesting reduced wellbeing (1). Third, in other captive Carnivora (other bears, plus felids, canids and mustelids), which also tend to perform pacing and other whole-body movements (3), barren enclosures, food deprivation, disturbance by visitors and other aversive, frustrating situations all exacerbate these behaviors (4). Fourth, in American mink, a semi-wild carnivore which can be studied in controlled experiments, the small barren cages that reliably induce pacing and similar behaviors cause evidence of altered brain development in the form of elevated “perseveration”: generalized tendencies to form routines and pointlessly reiterate actions that can be detected in behavioral tests (5).

The biology of SBs, and why polar bears are so prone to them

One partial explanation for SBs is that animals are so highly motivated to perform certain natural behaviors that they cannot help trying to act them out. For example, pacing in carnivores has often been described as repeated attempts to enact hunting, an idea suggested by the way it typically peaks just before feeding (4,5). Others argue instead that pacing reflects repeated escape attempts (4): an idea suggested by the way that carnivores often pace at enclosure boundaries, and also by the diverse factors that increase this behavior: not just those related to feeding, or that make enclosures aversive, but also by...
internal factors making animals motivated to roam such as seasonal changes in sexual hormones (6). Whatever the case, results from mink suggest that stereotypic carnivores are highly motivated to pace: mink given running wheels redirect all their pacing into running in these, and if then required to work to access the wheels (e.g. by pulling a chain), they will do so (7).

The concept that SBs reflect intensely-repeated, highly motivated normal activities is very plausible. For example in poultry, evidence for this idea includes that stereotypic feather-pecking involves pecks that are identical in form to those used in normal foraging; while in laboratory mice, stereotypic mouthing of the bars of their cages focuses at any location where there is an exit: good evidence that this rodent SB derives from escape attempts (5). There is no equivalent information for any carnivore, but in principle this does suggest that stereotypic polar bears could thus be expressing high motivations, for example to hunt, to roam, or to escape.

This motivational view is not the whole story, however. For a start, many SBs, including some in polar bears, look very odd. Some are unlike any normal or natural activity in form, and the way they persist day after day, week after week, also makes it unlikely that they are purely escape attempts (intelligent animals like bears are surely capable of rapidly learning that escape is impossible). Furthermore, SBs are often influenced by early experience in ways that are hard to explain in terms of motivations to perform normal behaviors. Social deprivation in infancy, being raised in captivity instead of the wild, or in barren environments instead of enriched ones, all tend to predispose animals to SB (the best evidence coming from rodents and primates: 8,9,10). Naturalistic early starts to life, in contrast, tend to protect animals from SB, even if they are later placed in barren environments that must motivate foraging and/or escape attempts (and where, at least in rodents, such individuals are inactive instead of being stereotypic: 7). A final problem for the “natural motivations” idea is that animals like these, who do not show SB despite living in frustrating, impoverished environments, seem just as stressed, sometimes even more so, than stereotypic individuals (9,10,11). If SBs were just about expressing high motivations, you would expect that in identical barren environments, the individuals displaying the most SB are those who are most frustrated, with low-SB animals being relatively ‘laid back’ and relaxed about the confined housing – and yet, as a rule, this is not what we find.
The explanation for these paradoxes is that being highly active and perseverative – not just highly motivated to perform normal activities – often predisposes animals to SB (2,5,9). So far, links between perseveration (high tendencies to repeat responses) and SB have been found in every species tested (over a dozen, including three carnivores – two bear species as well as mink; 5), although not in all forms of SB (e.g. in mink, perseveration is involved in very predictable SBs but not in “loose”, variable ones; 5). One factor causing abnormal perseveration is impaired brain development caused by unnatural rearing environments (5,9,12,13). This helps explain why early experience can be a risk or protective factor for the emergence of SB. Perseveration can also be caused by high levels of stress (2). Poor welfare is not the only influence, however: differences in activity levels and tendencies to perseverate are also simply part of normal individual variation or personality (2,5). Overall, it seems that SBs result from a combination of high motivations to perform specific activities, along with tendencies to be active and perseverative (the relative contributions of these factors varying from one SB to another).

As for why polar bears are so prone to SB, we know that across the Carnivora, natural home range size predicts the severity of SB in captivity (14). With their vast natural ranges, polar bears are thus inherently vulnerable. However, we do not yet know whether this is because wide-ranging carnivores are highly motivated to escape and roam; they are naturally active and perseverative – with this being just part of their normal personality; or instead whether they are particularly prone to being rendered abnormally perseverative by captive conditions (15).

**SB, animal wellbeing, and environmental enrichment**

An animal with SB has not had a good life, and may have welfare problems still. Early rearing conditions that predispose animals to later SB are typically non-naturalistic, as we have seen, and so probably reduce wellbeing (8,10). Furthermore, in laboratory primates (16, 17), animals that experience many stressful events (e.g. many research procedures) over their lifetimes become more stereotypic. Ongoing conditions that increase SB are also typically poor for current wellbeing (5,11). Finally, elderly animals with SB may become hard to treat in ways that further suggest poor welfare: environmental enrichments that reduce SB in younger animals become less effective, and, at least in mice, the enrichments become less rewarding to the animals too (18). SBs thus seem to reflect cumulative poor welfare over the lifespan.
However, if you are concerned about animal wellbeing, non-stereotypers must not be overlooked, especially if they are very timid (7,14) and housed in ways that do typically cause SB. These animals may well have poor welfare too, but are just not active or perseverative enough to express it as SB.

This emerging understanding of SB helps explain why enrichments differ in impact, and are not always great at reducing SB in long-affected animals (19); it also helps yield some general principles for tackling SB with enrichment and husbandry. Good, effective enrichments should be applied early in young animals’ lives, to try and normalize brain development, as well throughout life. They should tackle specific sources of frustration (e.g. reducing motivations to escape or forage), but should also seek to reduce general stress too, perhaps combined with other stress-reducing aspects of care like good keeper relationships (1, 19). Furthermore, although we typically think of enrichments as offering animals activities that they prefer to do instead of SB (3,19), enrichments that reduce overall activity (e.g. by encouraging rest) may be effective too (20). Husbandry practices that physically prevent SB should be avoided (3): the aim should be to reduce animals’ motivations to perform SB, not stop them from doing it if they want to. Finally, long-established SBs may need tackling with particular care and imagination, since affected animals may be ‘underwhelmed’ by enrichments that would be highly positive for younger, less stereotypic individuals (3, 18).

Note: All photos by Michael Durham, Oregonzoo…with exception of last two by Amy Cutting, taken at Seneca Park Zoo.
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